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Abstract
In this paper we present a welfar e economic (marketbased) resour ce management model that is QoS-based,
which models the actual price-formation process of an
economy. This approach manages resour ce and QoS allocation optimally so that the total utility of thesystem is
maximized through a tatonnement process, in which operating markets for each r esour ce is done sep arately.We
use the constructs of application b ene t functions and resource demand functions to represent the system con guration and to solve the resour ce allocation pr oblems.

Keywords: Economic F ramework, Quality of
Service, Multimedia, Resource Management, Distributed Systems

1 Introduction
The last decade has seen an explosive growth in multimedia applications and considerable research in related technologies, with special emphasis on Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, such as timeliness,
precision, and accuracy [12]. Meeting QoS guarantees in a distributed real-time multimedia systems is
an end-to-end issue because the users are interested in
the end results; i.e., from application to application.
Allocating proper resources to the applications with
respect to QoS pro visioning to maximize the total
system utilization or bene t, is a fundamental problem in all multimedia systems today. The term utility or bene t may take on the meaning of usefulness,
satisfaction, or of pleasure, depending on the context.
We may treat utility as something which can be measured in the sense that one can say how much someone would give in order to obtain the utility of a good
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or service [16]. Hence, there is a continuing need to
dev elopbetter resource management techniques for
suc hsystems. For this purpose, w eneed a resource
allocation model for QoS management in which each
application is associated with one of multiple lev els
of performance, and each level is characterized by a
set of QoS parameters that are service speci c.
The computational economy pro vides one type of
mechanism for allocating limited resources in such
an environment in a distributed, dynamic way. Economic principles such as rationality and eciency
have been used implicitly in arti cial intelligence
[21 , 5, 28] for many years. The use of economic
principles in distributed resource allocation based on
QoS requirements is a comparatively recent development. The applications of economic concepts include
the use of ideal resources in a netw ork and approximating solutions of complex problems by transforming the problem into a general equilibrium framework.
Using competition and a price system to allocate resources has many bene ts, including limited complexity, decentralized decision making, and dynamic adjustment.
Economists have established a w ell-triedsolution
to the scarce resource allocation problem, namely the
use of markets. Markets can achieve optimal allocations under many circumstances with little or no central guidance. That is, decentralization is provided in
an economy by the fact that economic models consist
of participants (agents) which only think of themselv es, and the equilibrium allocation will very often
be optimal, or very close to optimal. In an economy,
there are two types of agents: (1) a consumer which
attempts to optimize its individual performance criteria b y obtaining the resources it requires, and is not
concerned with system-wide performance; and (2) a
supplier which allocates its individual resources to
consumers in suc h a w aythat its individual pro t
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(bene t) derived from its choice of resource allocations to consumers is optimized. For this, the pricing system is introduced as the technique for coordinating the sel sh behavior of agents. The price a
producer charges for a resource is determined by its
supply and the demand of the agents for the resource.
It ensures that a realizable allocation of resources is
achieved. From the agents' perspective, the state of
the world is completely described by the going prices.
In other words, the prices determine the maximizing behaviors through an Invisible Hand [26]. This
arrangement is extremely modular; therefore, agents
need not expressly consider the preferences or capabilities of others. Henceforth, markets have signi cant advantages over central allocation schemes, some
of which are mentioned in the following section.
In this paper, we propose a market-based mechanism, which allows for ecient resource allocation
along multiple QoS dimensions, in the presence of distributed resources. We also present a generic resource
allocation model which is mathematically proven.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss recent research with respect to QoS management and resource allocation. Section 3 provides the
basic de nitions, attributes, and assumptions used
for our QoS-based resource management model, as
well as the Resource Demand Function (RDF), and
the Bene t Function (BF). In Section 3, we will also
discuss QoS allocation problems in terms of resource
and QoS dimensions. Section 4 presents an algebraic
modeling for both single and multiple resource environments, and its relevant theorems and algorithms.
In Section 5, we explain the market-based approach
for solving constrained global optimization problems.
In Section 6, we present our concluding remarks and
discuss problems that remain unsolved.

2 Related Work
A considerable amount of research has been carried
out within the eld of QoS support for distributed
multimedia systems and resource management, in
terms of QoS allocation to satisfy speci c applicationlevel requirements. Such work can be classi ed into
various categories. The rst category involves systematic approaches, which allocate appropriate resources to achieve a speci c level of QoS for an application. Next, analytical (algebraic) models for
QoS management satisfy application requirements.
Lastly, we will investigate the well-understood class
of market-based mechanisms for resource allocations
for a set of computational agents by computing the
competitive equilibrium of arti cial economies.

2.1 Systematic Approach

Abdelzaher et al. [1] describe a distributed pool of
processors with which timeliness for real-time applications using admission control and load-sharing, is
guaranteed. In the Rialto O/S [18], a modular O/S
approach is presented, the goal of which is to maximize the user's perceived utility of the system, instead of maximizing the performance of any particular application. Other exible QoS systems are being
developed; such as the SMART scheduler [22], which
autonomously changes the resource allocations given
to the applications; and the Processor Capacity Reserves in RT Mach [10], which change the allocations
as a result of an explicit request by the applications.
Jensen's work [6] in Bene t-based scheduling is relevant to this view. Jensen proposed soft real-time
scheduling, based on application bene t, where the
goal is to schedule the applications so that the system can maximize the overall system bene t. The
above-mentioned schemes are lacking in their theoretical basis to maximize the system bene t (utility). Most systems are only based on simply increasing/decreasing the bene t (utility) functions through
the execution level information and the application
state information, and no consideration for multiple
resources is provided.

2.2 Analytical Approach

Recently, control theories have been examined for
QoS adaptation. DeMeer [4] proposed a control
model for adaptive QoS speci cation in an end-toend scenario, and Satyanarayanan [25] suggested the
application of control theory as a future research direction to analyze adaptation behavior in wireless environments. Nahrstedt [17] proposed a control-based
middleware framework to enhance QoS adaptations
by dynamic control and recon gurations to the internal functionalities of a distributed multimedia application. Rajkumar et al. [23] propose a QoS-based Resource Allocation Model (Q-RAM), which assumes a
system with multiple concurrent applications, each of
which can operate at di erent levels of quality based
on the system resources available to it. Their goal is
to allocate resources to the various applications such
that the overall system utility is maximized, under
the constraint that each application can meet its minimum needs. However, their greedy algorithm to obtain a good resource allocation for each application in
a system with all linear dimensional utility functions
does not always lead to an optimal resource allocation (i.e., it is suboptimal). Also, they only deal with
single resource environments. Our prior work [14]
was most closely related to their work, but was ex-
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tended in several ways. First, ours guarantees to nd
the optimal solution mathematically. Second, they
only deal with single resource environments, while
our model can characterize the resource allocation
for both single and multiple resources.

2.3 Economic Approach

Economic mechanisms have been mainly considered
in distributed AI research [28], and recently in the
distributed computing community for allocating computational resources of various kinds [3, 8, 11]. These
applications are centered around a global model for
the resource, from which each agent or module calculates the marginal value of the resource for itself.
In our previous work on admission control and QoS
negotiations for soft-real time applications [13], we
used Market based schemes [3] for computing the optimal resource allocations, in terms of bene t and resource demand curves, to redistribute the resources
among the degraded applications. Here, the measure
of performance that we try to maximize is the total
bene t of the system, and we trade o the marginal
bene t of each application for the increment in resource allocation. The dual of the constrained optimization problem derived by using the method of
Lagrange multipliers can be used to compute the solution. The free-market-based auction methods solve
the dual problem, and the Lagrange multiplier is the
price of the resource xed by the auction [24].

3 QoS-based Resource Management Model
3.1 Model De nition

In multimedia systems such as Video-on-Demand
(VOD) and Continuous Media servers, applications
arrive with a request for a certain amount of resources. In our formulation of the problem, this information is provided to the system via the resource
demand function [24]. The function describes the resource demand for di erent QoS settings of the application. For example, a streaming video application
will represent the resource demand as a function of
the frame rate, the frame size and the frame quality
[24]. We generalize this concept to multiple resource
levels.
In addition to the resource demand function, all the
applications specify a bene t function [24] that describes the relative bene t between the di erent QoS
parameter settings for the application. This function
is useful to trade o between the QoS parameters

when there are constraints on the resources [24]. For
example, the goal of admission control and the QoS
negotiation process is to maximize the total bene t
over all the applications [13]. The degraded versions
of the applications use fewer resources. The bene t
functions and the resource demand functions essentially encode the information about how the di erent
levels of the application quality parameters compare
with each other in terms of the bene t to the user
and the usage of the resources. This is not really
a restrictive assumption, as the applications that do
not have di erent levels of quality parameters can still
be modeled as bene t functions that are zero everywhere, except at the parameter setting requested by
the application [13].
In our model, we assume that the system consists of n applications fa1 ; a2 ; :::; an g and m resources
fR1; R2 ; :::; Rm g. CPU cycles, the disk bandwidth,
the bu er available, and the network bandwidth are
the resources. Each application is also speci ed by
QoS parameters fq1 ; q2 ; :::; ql g. We introduce the following de nitions and notation:
 QoS vector, ~q: a vector consisting of QoS parameters. This is used as an index for a resource
demand function R(~q).
 Resource demand, x: an amount of resource requested (or allocated) to each application is calculated by a resource demand function R(~q). To
represent the resource for application j , we use
the subscript j , i.e. xj . For the multiple resource
allocation problem, xij denotes the amount of resource i requested (or allocated) to application
j.
 Total available resources, Rtotal : the total available resources are represented by Rtotal . In multiple resource allocation, we use a subscript i to
denote resource i, i.e., Rtotali .
 Total system bene t, Btotal : the total system
bene t which is achieved by the optimal resource
allocation is denoted as Btotal .
 Cost function C (:): the negative function of B (:),
i.e., C (:) = ;B (:). The objective value (function) in our mathematical model is B (:). It can
be interpreted as the pro t or reward incurred by
the resulting resource allocation. For algorithmic
convenience, we will convert the problem of maximizing B (:) to a problem of minimizing C (:).
They essentially have the same result because
maximizing B (:) is equal to minimizing ;B (:).
Further details about the resource demand functions and the bene t functions will be described in
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the following subsections. Table 1 summarizes the where, ~qj consists of QoS parameters: e.g., frame
attributes used in our model.
rate, frame size, Q factor, that are speci c to the
application. This equation is used as a constraint in
Attributes
Descriptions
the optimization problem on resource allocation for
QoS management.
ai
application i: a1 ; a2 ; :::; an
n
Ri
m
Rtotal
Rtotali
qj
qkj
qkij
~q
~qj
l
xij
xj
Rj (~qj )
Rj (~qij )
Bj (xj )
Bj (m
P
i=1 aij xij )
Btotal
Cj (:)
j

number of applications
resource i: R1 ; R2 ; :::; Rm
number of resources
total available
Pm Rresources (positive real constant):
i
i=1 itotal
total available
resources (positive real constant)
QoS parameter for application j
kth QoS parameter for application j,
where k 2 [1::l]
kth QoS parameter for application j on resource i,
where k 2 [1::l]
QoS vector with QoS parameters:
q~ = (q1 ; q2 ; :::; ql )
QoS vector for application j with QoS parameters:
q~j = (q1j ; q2j ; :::; qlj )
number of QoS dimensions
amount of resource i allocated to application j(= aj )
amount
P ofxresource allocated to application j(= aj )
: m
ij
i=1 Demand
Resource
Function (RDF), which maps into
an xj in a single resource:
R(~qj ) = xj ; ~qj = (q1j ; :::; qlj ),
where j 2 [1::n]
Resource Demand Function which maps into an
xij in multiple resources:
Q(~qij ) = xij ; ~qij = (q1ij ; :::; qlij );
where i 2 [1::m]; j 2 [1::n]
system benefit for application j
system benefit for application j on resource i,
where aij are positive real constants
total system benefit
Cost function; i.e., negative function of j  Bj (:)
priority for application j; i.e., relative importance
between n applications

3.3 Bene t Function

In multimedia transmission applications, the total
system bene t (Btotal ) can be de ned as a weighted
sum of the bene t of each application. The term
bene t (or utility) may take on the meaning of users'
satisfaction or of pleasure, depending on the context.
For example, the function of CPU utilization in a
queuing system can be a bene t function to be maximized. In another case, frame loss probability or total
waiting time can be bene t functions which should
be
The total bene t for a single resource environment
is as follows [24]:

Btotal =

n
X
j =1

j  Bj (xj )

(3)

The weights i describe the priority (or relative importance) between the n applications. Bj (xj ) is the
bene t function for application j, where xj is determined by a Resource Demand Function Rj (:) and a
Table 1: Attributes used in the Model
QoS factor ~qj . In practical real-time multimedia sysIn our model, we make the following assumptions: tems, applications may need to consider various QoS
dimensions (factors) on various multiple (or single)
 Applications are independent of one another. resources.
 Bene t Functions (Object Functions), Bj (:), are We extend the above single resource-based bene t
nondecreasing (increasing) in each type of re- function to the multiple level. In the case of the multiple resource problem, the bene t function is [14]:
source, and are thus concave.
n
m
X
X
 Bj (xj ) is continuously di erentiable over an inB
=

B
(
aij xij )
(4)
total
j
j
terval including [0,Rtotal ] at xj .
j =1

i=1

where xij denotes the allocated amount of resource
i for application j . j is a positive constant to denote
Given a QoS vector ~qj , for an application j with the application j 's weight between n applications. aij is
dimension of QoS parameters being l, the Resource a positive constant. In a multiple resource problem,
Demand Function is given as:
the total system bene t (Btotal ) is the summation
each application's bene t, which is a function of a
Rj (~qj ); where ~qj = (q1j ; :::; qlj ); j 2 [1::n] (1) of
parameter given by the summation of all the allocated
where xj denotes the amount of resource allocated to resources.
application j (i.e. aj ). If we de ne Rtotal as the total
available resources given, and Rj (~qj ) is the resource 3.4 QoS Allocation Problem
demand for the application j , the resource constraint

3.2 Resource Demand Function

Given that applications operate at their maximum
levels of quality or adapt at tolerable levels of quality,
Rj (~qj ) = Rj ((q1j ; :::; qlj )) = xj = Rtotal the system should consider the amount of total available resources and the allotment of resources for each
j =1
j =1
j =1
(2) application based on its bene t function. Therefore,

is:

n
X

n
X

n
X
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the question of \How should we allocate resources to
the competing applications under resource constraints
so that the total system bene t (utility) can be maximized?" arises, and we would generalize this problem using our analytical resource management model
which was presented in Section 3, and we would solve
the optimal solutions.
From the resource constraint (Eq. 2) and the total
system bene ts (Eq. 3 and Eq. 4), we now de ne
some optimization problems to maximize the system
bene t, subject to the resource constraints. The solution gives the optimal values of the QoS parameters
for each application. The dual of the constrained optimization problem derived by using the method of
Lagrange multipliers can be used to compute the solution.

4 Algebraic Approach
As described before, the resource allocation problem
in this paper is an optimization problem. Given a
xed amount of the resource, we are asked to determine its allocation to n applications so that the benet function under the constraint could be maximized.
The amount of resource allocated to each application
is treated as a continuous variable, depending upon
the case. This is a special case of a nonlinear programming problem, and therefore our approach to modeling and solving the resource allocation optimization problems draws upon many concepts from the
maturely developed topics and algorithms that have
been widely used in the mathematics and physics
elds. We will put together the resource allocation framework that we have proposed, mathematical techniques and algorithms, and economic theories
into an architecture for approaches to solving single
and multiple resource allocation problems. To solve
our resource allocation problems which are nonlinear
programming problems, we have adopted the wellknown Kuhn-Tucker Theorem and Lagrangian multiplier method [2, 19, 27]. Our previous work [14]
focused on local resource management done by a Local Resource Manager (LRM) in each site. That is,
our purpose was to optimize (maximize) the total system bene t under the given resource constraints on
a single site. However, for the global optimization
of a distributed multiple resource management, we
should consider global resource management done by
a Global Resource Manager (GRM), which can do the
inter-site balancing of resources for computations.

4.1 Single Resource Allocation

We can represent the single resource allocation problem as follows:

Problem 1 (SR): We refer to the following problem
as the single resource allocation problem.

j 2 [1; n]
n
X
s:t: minimize
Cj (xj )
find xj ;

subject to
xj  0;

n
X
j =1

j =1

xj = Rtotal ;

(5)
(6)
(7)

i = 1; 2; :::; n:

(8)
where Cj is concave and continuously di erentiable
over an interval, including [0,Rtotal ], and Rtotal is a
positive constant.
The algorithm for solving the above single resource
problem is present in [15]. Relevant lemmas and
proofs are also not present here for brevity.

4.2 Multiple Resource Allocation

We could generalize the single resource allocation
problems to the multiple resource allocation problem, which allows more than one type of resource,
and hence modeling capability is substantially enhanced by this generalization. Given the resources
i of amounts Rtotal i ; i = 1 ; 2 ; :::; m , and applications j =P1 ; 2 ; :::; n , maximize the total bene t,
P
n C ( m a x ), where x denotes the amount
ij
j =1 j i=1 ij ij
of resource i allocated to application j, and Cj denotes
a concave bene t function of application j.

Problem 2 (MR): We refer to the following prob-

lem as the single resource allocation problem with continuous variables.

i 2 [1; m]; j 2 [1; n]
n
m
X
X
s:t: minimize
Cj ( aij xij )
find xij ;

subject to
xij  0;

n
X
j =1

j =1

xij = Rtotali ;

i = 1; 2; :::; m;

i=1

(9)
(10)

i = 1; :::; m; (11)
j = 1; 2; :::; n: (12)

Where the Cj are concave and continuously di erentiable over an interval including [0,Rtotali ], and
Rtotal i are positive constants. The aij are nonnegative.
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We adopted several non-linear programming theo- We run a bidding process for each application aj on
rems and algorithms from [20, 9, 7, 27] to solve the each resource i. If the value of bene t of i times the
above problems. For further details, please refer to priority of i is greater than the cost (i.e., the current
[15].
price of resource i times  of resource), the application would buy  amount of resource i. Otherwise, the application sells at the same amount. This
process is repeated for all resources. For each resource i, if the total amount of each application's bid
To achieve a distributed resource allocation problem is less than current available resource, the ag is set
by formulating a computational economy and nd- on done. If it is greater, the auctioneer increases the
ing its competitive equilibrium, we adopt welfare eco- current price of resource by some amount and restarts
nomic theories and an auction/bidding algorithm. In the bidding.
this section, we will consider an example of a continuous media server system and will apply the wel- 5.2 Problem Statements
fare economic theories to it. Through formulating a
pricing-based economy (market), we can achieve the In a market based economy, decisions are based on
Pareto optimal allocations under many circumstances prices, and communications are done via exchanges
of bids and prices between agents. In many cases, this
with little or no central guidance.
decentralizing mechanism minimizes the communication overheads and converges in reasonable time. We
5.1 Economic Optimization
use the price of resources xed by an auction as the
Auctions are a market institution with an explicit set Lagrange multiplier in the constraint resource optiof rules determining resource allocations and prices mization problem:
on the basis of bids from participating market agents.
d Benefit ; L  d Constraint = 0 (13)
Hence, the free-market-based auction methods solve
the problem, and the Lagrange multiplier is the price where d, Benefit, L, and Constraint denote
of the resource xed by the auction. We have adapted derivation, the utilization (object) function to be
a sealed-bid increasing auction [3], where each agent optimized, the Lagrange multiplier, and constraint
(application) presents the fair bid for the available functions, respectively. If the unit of the bene t funcresource, based on the current price of the resource tion is money ($), we could think of the Lagrange
and the application bene t function. The auction multiplier as the price of a resource from Eq. 13.
makes trade-o s between the values generated by the
agents. The basic protocol is that agents send bids, Problem 3 (Economic SR): We refer to the foland the auction determines an allocation [24]. Table lowing problem as the single resource allocation prob2 and
lem.
find xj ; j 2 [1; n]
(14)

5 Welfare Economics Approach

Algorithm 1 Economic Optimization (avail resource)
. i : scale factor for price increase on resource i,
12 where
i 2 [1,m]
Initialize pricei ;
3 Initialize T
donei = 0, where i 2 [1; m];
4 while (! i donei )
5
for each resource i whose donei == 0, i 2 [1; m]
6
for each agent (or application) aj , where j 2 [1; n]
. bidding
7
if ( j  Bj (:) > pi  xi )
. (priority  bene t) is greater than
89
cost (=price   of resource)
then
. buy xi
10
bid Ri + xi ;
11
else i
. sell xi
12
bidi Ri - xi ;
13
end for
14
end for
15
for each resource i, where i 2 [1; m]
16
if (bidi > avail resourcei )
17
then pricei pricei + i ;
18
else donei 1;
19
end for
20 end while

Table 2:

n
X

s:t: maximize

n
X

subject to :

j

j  Bj (xj )

(15)

p  xj  Etotal

(16)

j

where Etotal is the total budget (i.e., available resource times the price of the resource).

Problem 4 (Economic MR): We refer to the following problem as the multiple resource allocation
problem.

find xij ;

Algorithm for Economic Optimization

s:t: maximize
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i 2 [1; m]; j 2 [1; n]
n
m
X
X

B
(
aij xij )
j
j
j

i

(17)
(18)

subject to :

n
X
j

pi xij  Etotal;i ;

p0 = Pn1 i :
i=0

for 8i 2 [0; m]

(21)

(19) where  denotes =(P ), which is the utilization of
Etotal;i is the budget for resource i, which is the avail- the individual server.
able resource i times the price of i.
We could get the CPU utilization, which is given
by:
( ;n+1
5.3 Example
1;n+1  6= 1
U
1=
n
Consider the continuous media server system shown
=1
n+1
in Figure 1.

Let U2 denote the frame loss probability. Then we
also get the following equations for U2 :

Continuous Media Server node

P1

U2 =

CPU queue 1 (q1)

λ1
Poisson arrival video traffic
I/O 1

0110

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

µ1

I/O n

1;
1;n+1
1
n+1

 6= 1
=1

CPU 1
output link

λn



0110

1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1

0110

CPU queue n (qn)

µn
CPU n
Pn

In this example, we assume that there are two applications (just to draw the Edgeworth box. This
can be extended to any number of applications, as
explained). The two utility functions (the CPU utilization and frame loss probability) can be considered as bene t functions. Two variables, queue length
(q) and CPU service rate (), can be regarded as
resources, since q denotes the required bu er size
or bu er capacity, and  denotes the link capacity.
Hence, we could apply a bene t function and resource
variables into the welfare economic theories of Pareto
optimal points, contract curves and the Edgeworth
box. We may get the result as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 1: The Finite State Space Queuing Model of
a Continuous Media Server
The system consists of multiple CPUs and their
CPU queues (bu ers). We assume the service needs
(or video tracs) for application i as a stochastic
process with a speci c arrival rate i . That is, ai
arrives in a nite size of CPU queue (qi ) with a PoisEdgeworth Box
son distribution and is executed by the CPU i at a
certain service rate (e.g. i ). Each I/O module also
has its own I/O bu er. We assume that the average
CPU execution time per burst is 1=j , which are independent exponentially distributed random variables,
and that successive I/O burst times are also independent exponentially distributed with a mean of 1=j .
At the end of a CPU burst a video frame requests
an I/O operation with the probability 0  Pj  1;
otherwise, it completes execution. At the end of a
video frame completion, another statistically identical video frame enters the server system. Each video
trac in this scenario can be modeled as a nite state
space birth-death queuing model (so called M/M/1/n
2: Pareto Optimal Points on Contract Curve in the Edgequeue model). Here, the birth rate is j , and the Figure
worth Box
death rate is j Pj . Let the number of programs in the
CPU queue including any being served at the CPU
denote the state of the system i, where 0  i  n. We can also apply our economic framework in disWe see that the steady-state probabilities are given tributed network environments such as a wide area
cell network built up of high-speed data links interby:
connected by high-speed cell switches, such as ATM
pi = i p0 :
(20) switches.
Application Y

Indifference Curves of CPU Utilization

Resource 2

(Queue Capacity)

contract curve

Application X
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Resource 1

(CPU service rate)

6 Conclusions & Future Work
In this paper, we have proposed a market-based resource management and QoS provisioning model that
exploits the various properties of distributed multimedia applications. Our model can represent the resource and QoS requirements of applications in multimedia system environments using end-to-end QoS
based metrics (i.e., application bene t functions and
resource demand functions), which are de ned over
single or multiple resources. Our future work includes
incorporating the current model and algorithms into
practical systems.
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